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Every businessman is paying more attention to its business model nowadays. In corporate planning,
promotion is pivotal tool for businessmen and marketers. Effective use of marketing tools and
techniques ensure your largest returns. All you need to do being a marketer is to implement efficient
marketing tool to claim huge returns. You can get benefits by using roll labels. Today, custom roll
labels have evolved the biggest promotional method for corporate sector worldwide.

Product features: Available in three major core sizes i.e. 1 Â½'' (38mm), 1 Â¾'' (44mm) and 3''
(76mm).Compatible with label printers. Readily available in different label sizes i.e. width 25 x height
25, width 102 x height 25, width 51 x height 25,width 102 x height 124, width 210 x height 149 and
many other sizes.  Purchased in 25 mm Circle roll labels, 102mm x 25mm 4oll labels, 51mm x
25mm Roll Labels, 76mm x 51mm roll labels, 210mm x 149mm roll labels and many other choices.
They are available in white only.

Permanent adhesive is available in semi-gloss freezer thermal transfer, economy direct thermal,
direct thermal semi top coat and vellum thermal transfer. Applied on different products i.e. rollers,
whitecaps, outfits, perfumes, cosmetics, bottles, pizzas, glues, packaging boxes, bowls, containers
and many other products. They are generally used on any surface, metallic, timber or any other
exterior. The roll labels are suitable products for small and large scale businesses. Available in
customised shapes and styles to suit your specific business needs. They are smooth and durable in
quality.

Benefits of the product: Custom roll labels are perfectly affordable marketing tool for corporate
sector. Increase sales volume and improve business trustworthiness. Provide a competitive edge
over your competitor. Satisfy clientâ€™s needs and requirements cost effectively. Available in bulk at
discounted rates. They are easy to use and flexible. Ensure your business compatibility and
versatility. Ensure both employee and client fulfillment. Customized roll labels are lasting marketing
tool.

Where can you grab finest quality labels? Are you really looking for premium quality labels? Do you
want to get cheap roll labels? There are many websites, portals and blogs, wherein you can choose
from the best label sizes. One of the most popular online label companies is aalabels. They are
professional labels suppliers in United Kingdom today.  They have a wide variety of labels from roll
label to circular labels, from custom labels to avery sizes, from address labels to media labels and
from shipping labels to many other label sizes.  Each label size is different from the other and it suits
to your business need. They offer discount labels to esteemed customers in UK. For any
assistance, feel free to contact 24/7 customer support representatives on live support chat.
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Final remarks: Are you looking for competitive marketing tool? Donâ€™t hesitate to use roll labels for
enhancing your business identity and claiming largest returns. Today, thousands of companies have
been using custom roll labels for marketing purpose in UK. 
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